
Rhythmic Movements

• Questions:
– How do they happen?
– What do they mean?
– Where do they come from?

• Reflex chain?
• Sequential pattern of activation?
• Reverberatory circuits?



Lamprey swimming

Head oscillation leads tail
forward swimming

Tail leads head
backward swimming

one wavelength, 
approx. 100 
segments.

Fictive Swimming: Spontaneous 
oscillations in isolated section of spinal 
cord, with phase lag of ~1% of a cycle 
per segment. The network that 
generates the oscillations is the CPG 

(Central Pattern Generator).



Where do we start?
In “simple” motor systems (insects, molluscs, crustacea), 
central pattern generators have identical architectures in all 
animals of the same species. 

They are typically distributed throughout the body and form  a 
distributed coordinated network of activity. 

They also receive high level instructions from the brain and 
feedback from the low-level muscles. 

Ijspeert’s salamander model, while 
‘high level’ in its fitness function, 
was based on a simulation of CPGs
and muscles.

http://birg2.epfl.ch/oldbirg/SIMS/sal_wsn.htm
http://birg2.epfl.ch/movies/SIMS/anim_swim_trot_opt.gif

http://birg2.epfl.ch/oldbirg/SIMS/sal_wsn.htm
http://birg2.epfl.ch/oldbirg/salamander.shtml








The output pattern of the STG can be modulated

Modulation of the output pattern by:

• sensory feedback 
• neurons from other brain areas
• circulating hormones
• (developmental changes)





















Central Pattern Generators (CPGs)

• A Central Pattern Generator is a system of neurons that 
can generate a stereotyped rhythmic movement without 
sensory afference or somatic feedback.

• It can be activated/sustained by a triggering stimulus 
(either tonic or phasic), but requires no modulation of 
the input to generate the basic pattern.

• Lundberg and Grillner had a nasty argument on 
whether CPGs are present in the motor system. This is 
Avis Cohen’s specialty.



Previous works

Grillner et al: Simulation of CPG with detailed cellular properties. 

Kopell, Ermentrout, et al: Mathematical model of CPG simplified as                   
a chain of phase oscillators.

Many others: e.g., Ijspeert et al: genetic algorithms to design part of the 
networks for desired behavior.

Current Work: analytical study of the neural circuit.

•How do oscillations emerge when single segment does not oscillate? --- {no 
previous studies (?)}

•How are inter-segment phase lags determined by connections

•How do network connections control swimming direction?



Definition:

Central pattern generator (CPG) allows to generate a repetitive and properly 
sequenced pattern of impulses in a set of motor neurons without the necessity 
of any sensory input to provide timing information. A CPG consists of a set of 
central neurons (network) which provide the central pattern by their intrinsic
properties and by their connectivity.

History:

First convincing evidence for a CPG from D. Wilson in 1961 – locust flight pattern
generator.

Today:

Most rhythmic behavior  - „from swimming of a jelly fish to the running of 
a child chasing a ball“ (F. Delcomyn) – involves a CPG. CPG activity is subject
of modulation which is responsible for network flexibility.

The stomatogastric nervous system (STNS) of crustaceans:
a model system to study CPGs and neuromodulation



To demonstrate the existence of a 
CPG:

• The stereotyped movement must not be extinguished by the 
removal of varying sensory afference.

• The movement must not be extinguished by the removal of 
somatic feedback.

• Experiments beginning in 1960s produced evidence for CPGs. 
Russian studies of decorticated cats showed they could maintain 
walking motion without a cortex.
– Hence cortex turns walking on. 
– Strength of stimulation controls power, not frequency.
– Gait changes automatic.
– Limb controlled as a whole.

• Primitive mammal-like reptiles give insight here. (discuss)



CPGs and the Spine

• CPG models have been effective in describing how 
coordinated rhythmic movements might be generated 
in the spinal column. (Lab)

• Involve interneurons (Renshaw cells) in the spinal 
cord. These can be turned off and the animal still 
walks.

• Most motor actions are indirectly managed using 
opposing pairs of muscles controlled by a CPG. Motor 
cortex synapses on the interneurons (and the 
motoneurons used in delicate finger movements). The 
Renshaw cells are driven hard.



CPGs in Context

• CPGs seem to generate body shape, not force 
commands.

• An acute spinalized curarized deafferented cat still 
walks.
– CPG does not require sensory feedback
– CPG does not require descending control

• Reflex loops do not operate during locomotion. The 
spinal cord decides whether you step on something 
sharp. Corrections and adjustments to ground features 
are all handled by the CPG.
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